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Fracture behavior of Lennard-Jones glasses

Christian D. Lorenz* and Mark J. Stevens†

Sandia National Laboratory, Albuquerque, New Mexico 87185, USA
~Received 22 April 2003; published 13 August 2003!

The fracture behavior of binary Lennard-Jones~LJ! glasses is studied by extensive molecular dynamics
simulations. These LJ glasses represent a nonbond limit of polymer network glasses. We determine that the low
strain behavior of the LJ and polymer glasses is similar. Two different LJ glasses are fractured under tensile
strain without any preexisting crack. Void formation and resulting growth as strain increases is the mechanism
through which the system fails. Void formation initiates at the yield strain of«y.0.09, which is approximately
the same strain at which the yielding behavior is first observed in cross-linked network models of polymer
adhesives. The yield stress increased only by small amounts with increased strain rate and with increased
system size~from N530 000 atoms to 120 000 atoms!. Within the ranges tested, the stress-strain behavior of
these systems is independent of the temperature drop during quench and the initial molecular configuration.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The fracture behavior of materials has been the focus
large amount of research. Large-scale molecular simula
techniques have become an important tool in investiga
material fracture behavior. One of our aims has been to be
understand the fracture behavior of highly cross-linked po
mer networks, such as epoxies@1,2#. Naturally, there is much
interest in understanding the mechanical response of a
sives when a strain is applied to them@3–12#.

Epoxy adhesives are highly cross-linked polymer n
works. Epoxies are created by curing a liquid mixture of tw
molecules: a resin and a cross linker. The strands betw
cross linkers are rather short. A model of epoxies follows t
of other coarse-grained polymer models@13,14#. Lennard-
Jones~LJ! beads represent groups of a few atoms along
backbone, and are bound together with a simple spring
tential. In the epoxy model@1,2#, the network has function
ality six and just two beads between the cross links, beca
the strands in epoxy adhesives are short. The amorph
structure occurs because the curing yields a randomly c
nected network. The coarse-grained, bead-spring mode
epoxies@1,2# has been used to simulate the fracture beha
of epoxy systems. The stress-strain behavior of the ep
systems~Fig. 1! exhibits a yield stress at a strain of«y
.0.1, followed by a region of nearly constant stress wh
the chains are being pulled taut and a region of increas
stress, while bonds are being stretched and broken unt
nally failure occurs. Here, we investigate what happens if
amorphous structure is not bonded into a network. The
jective of this work is to confirm our expectation that th
yield behavior at low strains of these highly cross-link
polymer networks will be similar to that of monomeric amo
phous systems without cross links or bonds, since the bo
are not stressed at low strains.

In this paper, we present fracture simulations of simp
binary LJ glasses in three dimensions. We study binary
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glasses since these systems are examples of commonly
ied glasses and we expect our result not to depend on
details of the system. These binary LJ systems have
been repeatedly used to model metallic glasses. The e
simulation studies@15–21#, which focused on the transfor
mation that the system experienced and the dislocation
the atoms when a shear was exerted on it, laid the founda
for understanding the stress-strain behavior of metallic g
systems. Much of the more recent works have used t
dimensional systems to study the physics of crack propa
tion @22–25# within the glass, where the materials are su
jected to very high stresses and undergo large strains. O
molecular simulations of fracture in monomeric LJ materi
have been focused on crystalline systems@26–29#. In our
case, these LJ glasses allow us to simulate an amorp
system that represents the nonbonded limit of more comp
models used to study polymer adhesives. Also, since th
binary LJ glasses have been used to model metallic glas
this work should also be of a more general interest.

In the simulations of the model epoxy system, the tens
stress-strain curve~Fig. 1! shows yielding behavior at a
strain of «y.0.1, which evidence suggests is related to

FIG. 1. Comparison of the stress-strain behavior of system
(s) and system II (h) mixtures of monomers, when a strain rate
3.131025t21 is applied to each system. A typical stress-strain b
havior of a highly cross-linked epoxy system~from Ref.@1#! is also
shown (L).
©2003 The American Physical Society02-1
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strain required to separate the nearest neighbor LJ b
@1,2#. Bonds are not stretched at this strain. Baljon and R
bins @12# have investigated the crazing and fracture behav
of polymer adhesives using a similar coarse-grained mo
with no cross linking. They found stress-strain behavior
low strain similar to that observed in the model epoxy s
tems. Specifically, they observed that the stress would p
at very low strains, as observed in the cross-linked syste
and then the stress would plateau and then decay to z
They found that the yield strain is independent of the po
mer chain length used in the system, but the decay to z
stress slowed as the polymer chain length increased.

In the case of LJ atomic glasses, we expect to see tha
stress-strain behavior will follow a similar trend as observ
by Baljon and Robbins@12# for adhesive systems as th
polymer chain size was decreased. At low strain, we exp
the yield strain to occur at«.0.1, because at that strain th
LJ beads making up the atomic glass would be separ
from their nearest neighbors. We expect to see a rapid de
to zero stress, upon further increase in the strain, corresp
ing to the continual separation of particles~void formation!,
until fracture occurs. Our simulation results presented in S
III confirm these expectations.

In the following sections of this paper, we present t
work done to understand how the stress-strain behavio
three-dimensional binary LJ systems depends on strain
quench rate, and equilibration times. The following sect
introduces the two systems that are studied and our sim
tion method. Then we will present and discuss the res
from these simulations.

II. SIMULATION METHODS

The particles in the binary systems interact solely throu
the LJ potential@30#:

ULJ~r !54u0F S d

r D 12

2S d

r D 6G , ~1!

whered andu0 have been used to represent the LJ diame
and the LJ energy, respectively. Traditionally, the symb
‘‘ s ’’ and ‘‘ « ’’ are used to represent the LJ diameter and
ergy, but in this paper they are being used for stresss and
strain «. The two different systems each consisted of
80/20 mixture of particleA to particleB. These binary mix-
tures allowed us to form amorphous systems, as oppose
crystalline structures which result when using monatomic
systems. The LJ parameters that were used in both sys
are shown in Table I. For both systems, the cutoff for the
potential has been set to 2.5d.

The LJ parameters of system I binary mixture was fi
used by Ernstet al. @31#. The system II parameter set wa
first used by Kob and Andersen in 1994@32#. Weber and
Stillinger had used a similar potential for their simulations
Ni80P20 @33#. Since these initial studies, many other auth
have employed this parameter set in their studies of met
glasses@34–40#.

In the z dimension, the system is bounded between t
rigid walls, which consist of particles arranged in two~111!
02180
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layers of the fcc lattice structure such that the neare
neighbor distance is 1.204d. The system is periodic in thex
andy dimensions. The particles interact with wall particlesW
as governed by the LJ potential~Table I!; however, the wall
particles do not interact with one another.

The glass formation and strain simulations were co
ducted on the computational plant@41# at Sandia National
Laboratories using LAMMPS@42#, which is a massively par-
allel molecular dynamics~MD! code. The average run for
60 000 bead system took about 4 000 node hours~approxi-
mately 5 days on 32 nodes!. The temperature of the system
was controlled by the Langevin thermostat@43# with a
Langevin damping constant of 1.0t21 and an integration
time step of 0.005t, wheret is the LJ time unit.

The majority of the work presented in this paper stud
systems of 60 000 particles in a rectangular box. The sys
size effects were studied by conducting simulations of s
tem I with 30 000 and 120 000 particles. In all the cases,
systems were sized such that the liquid densityr l would be
consistent with the liquid temperatureTl . For most of our
studies,Tl 51.1 u0 /kB and systems were sized so that sy
tem I liquid density is 0.9 (50.0d333.7d348.3d for 60 000
particles! and the system II liquid density is 0.8 (45.8d
336.1d344.1d for 60 000 particles!.

These simulations follow the same basic approach a
the earlier epoxy simulations@1,2#. The particles are initially
placed randomly allowing overlap. Overlap is removed
applying a cosine potential

Usoft5A1A cosS pr

r 0
D , ~2!

wherer 0521/6d is the cutoff. The amplitudeA is increased
from 0.0 to 60.0 over the span of 5000 time steps to sepa
the overlapping particles. Then the system is equilibrated
Tl 51.1 u0 /kB andr l (Tl ) for 10 000 time steps to remov
artifacts of the initial state.

After the equilibration of the liquid state, the system
quenched to a temperatureT50.2 u0 /kB , which is well be-
low the systems’ glass transition temperature ofTg
.0.40u0 /kB @31# and Tg.0.435u0 /kB @32#, for systems I
and II, respectively. In order to allow the density to increa
due to the quench, the top wall is allowed to move rigid
under a small pressure (Pwall50.1u0 /d3). After quenching,
the walls are held fixed and the system is run atT
50.2 u0 /kB for 100 000 time steps before the application
the tensile strain. The tensile strain is applied by moving

TABLE I. Lennard-Jones parameters used to define the inte
tion between particlesA andB and the wall particlesW in the two
systems (I and II).

Interaction pair u0 (I) u0 (II) d (I) d (II)

AA 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0
AB 1.0 1.5 0.9 0.8
BB 1.0 0.5 0.8 0.88
AW, BW 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0
2-2
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FRACTURE BEHAVIOR OF LENNARD-JONES GLASSES PHYSICAL REVIEW E68, 021802 ~2003!
top wall at a constant velocity,vz , in the z direction; the
bottom wall remains fixed in position. The strain behav
was studied forvz50.01d/t, 0.001d/t, and 0.0001d/t,

which corresponds to strain rates of«̇53.131024t21,
3.131025t21, and 3.131026t21, respectively.

To test whether the initial liquid system is sufficient
equilibrated, we compared the stress-strain behavior for
tem I mixtures that were quenched at different times.
quenching at different times, we are able to sample syst
having statistically independent initial configurations. T
results from these simulations suggest that the stress-s
behavior is not affected by a change in the initial configu
tion of the beads. In order to keep the simulation time a
minimum, we equilibrated the liquid systems for the lea
amount of time steps that we studied (10 000 time steps!.

III. RESULTS

Figure 1 shows the stress-strain behavior of both syst
for «̇53.131025t21. Similar behavior is observed for bot
systems. The stress on the system increases as the
increases until it reaches a peak at the yield stresssy and
strain«y . The yield stress occurs at almost identical valu
for system I («y.0.09, sy.3.0) and for system II («y
.0.07,sy.3.5). Similar values ofsy and«y were found in
the model cross-linked epoxy simulations@1,2#. In the highly
cross-linked systems, no bonds were stretched or broken
«,«y so the similarity in the stress-strain behavior is e
pected.

After the peak, the stress-strain behavior of the mo
meric glass systems differs from that of the model epo
systems. In the monomeric glasses, a brittle fracture beha
is observed in the form of the sharp drop in the stress u
«.0.10. Other simulation studies@23–25,36,44# of glasses
have found that the systems yield at strains in the rang
«y.0.0520.10, which is consistent with our results. Then
more gradual decay in the stress is observed until it reac
zero at«.0.62. However, in the model epoxy case, a p
teau in the stress follows the peak and then a second pe
the stress is observed, which is then followed by a sharp d
to zero stress as shown in Fig. 1. The stress plateau
second peak are related to the stretching and breakin
bonds in the cross-linked network, which are not expecte
be seen in the monomeric glass systems.

As the system is strained, we expect that void format
leads to the yielding of the system, as observed in the mo
epoxy systems. This expectation is supported by direct
servation. As the strain on the system increases from 0 to«y ,
the volume of the system increases nonuniformly. The yi
strain corresponds to overcoming the maximum in the
force, which is required in order to separate neighbor
pairs of beads@1#. The maximum LJ force is exhibited atr
521/6d51.12d, which is the average separation of the bea
after a strain of 0.1 is applied to the system.

In order to verify whether voids form at«y , we examined
images of the system I glass. Figure 2 shows vertical sli
whose thickness is 6d, of a system I glass, which is bein
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strained at a rate of«̇53.131025t21. The void is first vis-
ible at«5«y.0.093. The initial void, which is shown in the
middle frame of Fig. 2~a!, is '3s in diameter. After the void
formation at the stress peak, the void then grows into
bulk of the system, as shown in Figs. 2~b! and 2~c!. The void
grows very rapidly in the range of strains from the yie
strain until «.0.10, which is the same strain range ov
which a sharp drop in the stress is observed. For«.0.10,
where the strain decays to zero, the void grows at a slo
but constant rate until it spans the entire system a«
.0.63. In all cases, we see the same general void initia
and growth behavior. First, a single void initially forms awa
from the wall. Then the void grows into the bulk much fast
than it grows towards the wall because the particles clos
the wall are more close packed and take more energy
separate.

Holian and Ravelo@45# and Abrahamet al. @46# have
found that in order to accurately study crack propagation
crystalline systems they must use very large systemsN
;106 atoms!. Large systems are required so that dist
bances emanating from the crack do not have time to refl
from the boundaries and effect the propagation behav
However, in our amorphous systems, we do not believe
size will have such a large of effect because we are
studying the brittle fracture of the crystalline system. In a
dition, we are not simulating crack propagation at the cra
tip of the material. We are investigating material deformati
and crack initiation.

In order to test the system size dependence, systems
N530 000, 60 000, and 120 000 are simulated. Figure
shows the stress-strain behavior for system I with differ
N. ~Note: The data are identical for all cases at strains«
.0.2, so this part of the plots will be excluded in the r
maining figures.! There is a small variation in the yield
strain, which was determined by interpolating the strain
the midpoint (s52.0) of the sharp drop in the stress@«y
.0.091 (N530 000), 0.095 (N560 000), 0.102 (N
5120 000)]. The yield strain increases by 0.004–0.007
the size of the system is doubled. The larger system allo

FIG. 2. Void initiation and growth in system I when a strain ra
of 3.131025 t21 is applied. Each picture represents a vertical sl
of the system which is 6d thick. The five slices comprise the whol
system. The progression represents increasing the strain from~a!
«y.0.093 ~the peak in Fig. 4! to ~b! «.0.095 to ~c! «.0.199.
Although the strain is increasing, the pictures have been rescale
that they all have the same dimensions. Also, the particles h
been imaged with a diameter of 0.5d.
2-3
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C. D. LORENZ AND M. J. STEVENS PHYSICAL REVIEW E68, 021802 ~2003!
the strain to be shared over more of the volume. Therefor
larger strain is required to create the inhomogeneity in
density of the system that results in the formation of a vo
At very largeN, we expect that the yield strain will reach
constant value, because this size effect will become
noticeable.

The strain rate was also varied for both systems. Decr
ing the strain rate allows the system more time to rel
However, the relaxation of glasses is very slow and polym
glass experiments@47# and simulations@11# have shown a
weak dependence («y; logv) of the fracture behavior on th
strain rate. Figures 4 and 5 show the stress-strain beha
for system I and system II, respectively, at three strain ra
In both systems,«y is weakly dependent on«̇ @system I:
«y.0.122 («̇50.000 31 1/t), 0.095 («̇50.000 031 1/t),
0.088 («̇50.000 003 1 1/t); system II: «y.0.121 («̇
50.000 311/t), 0.088 («̇50.000 031 1/t), 0.085 («̇
50.000 003 1 1/t)]. The small dependence of the yie
strain on the strain rate for both systems supports that th
simulations produce results consistent with experiment.

The formation of the glass structure involves a large te

FIG. 3. Plots of the stress-strain behavior of different sized s

tem I, which are being strained at a rate of«̇53.131025 t21. Each
curve represents a different sized system:N530 000 (h), 60 000
(L), 120 000 (s) particles.

FIG. 4. Comparison of different strain rates on the strain beh

ior of system I. Each curve represents a different strain rate«̇

53.131024 t21 (s), «̇53.131025 t21 (h), and «̇53.1
31026 t21 (L).
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perature drop. For comparison, the epoxy systems are ge
ally cured in the liquid state at a temperature around,
example,Tl 5350 K. Fracture measurements are typica
performed at room temperatureT5300 K, corresponding to
a normalized temperature drop ofDTq51/6. In our binary
glass simulations, we are limited in how smallDTq can be.
As Tl approachesTg , the diffusion of the particles slows
down, which results in longer equilibration times that ma
the length of our simulation unmanageable. We investiga
the effect of decreasingDTq on the stress-strain behavio
System I was prepared at different liquid temperatures (Tl

.0.6, 0.8, and 1.1u0 /kB) and then each was quenched
T50.2 u0 /kB , such that the different cases representDTq
52.0, 3.0, and 4.5. Figure 6 shows that the stress-st
behavior for the different cases is insensitive to the tempe
ture drop during quenching at the given strain rate. While
do not claim that the results we observe atDTq52.0 are the
same as what would be observed atDTq51/6 ~or DTq
→0), our results suggest that at the given strain rate
yield strain is not sensitive toDTq . Also, we expect that
there is a coupling betweenvz andDTq , because these two
different phenomena occur on different timescales. In
regime of much

-

-

FIG. 5. Comparison of different strain rates on the strain beh

ior of system II. Each curve represents a different strain rate«̇

53.131024 t21 (s),«̇53.131025 t21 (h), and «̇53.1
31026 t21 (L).

FIG. 6. Plots of the stress-strain behavior of system I samp
that experienced a temperature drop ofDTq52.0 (L), 3.0 (s),
and 4.5 (h) during the quench and then were strained at a rate

«̇53.131025 t21.
2-4
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FRACTURE BEHAVIOR OF LENNARD-JONES GLASSES PHYSICAL REVIEW E68, 021802 ~2003!
slower vz , which we did not sample, we expect that t
yielding behavior will be dependent onDTq .

IV. CONCLUSIONS

The results from three-dimensional MD simulations of
nary LJ glasses have been presented in order to provi
better understanding of the stress-strain behavior of th
glasses. The correspondence between the deformations
the stress-strain behavior has been characterized. In gen
we observed that a void begins to form at the peak in
stress/strain curve. This peak occurs at a yield strain o«y
.0.09 which is directly related to the distance required
overcome the LJ particle interaction between nearest ne
bors. As the strain increases beyond«y , the single void con-
tinues to grow until it spans the entire system and fract
occurs. During the growth of the void, we saw that w
increasing strain the stress on the system decreases at
slower than we expected. This stress-strain behavior is c
sistent with the behavior observed from other simulatio
@23–25,36# and experimental@48# studies of the fracture o
metallic glasses and polymer systems.

We also investigated how the stress-strain beha
changed as a function of various physical and simulat
parameters. The physical parameters that we studied w
the strain rate and the temperature drop during quenc
DTq . We found that the yield strain«y slightly increased
J.

y-

n
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with increasing strain rate for both systems. The yield str
«y showed no dependence onDTq , within the range that we
simulated. The simulation parameters that were varied w
the system size and the initial molecular configuratio
When the size of the system was increased we found tha«y
increased weakly. Finally, we found that the stress-strain
havior did not change with different initial molecular con
figurations.

In comparison with the stress-strain behavior of the cro
linked network systems@1,2#, we observe similar low strain
behavior in the atomic glass systems presented in this pa
As expected, the behavior of the cross-linked and entang
polymer systems@8–10,12# is significantly different for
strains larger than«y . The plateau observed in both system
and the second peak observed in the cross-linked system
caused by the stretching~or dis-entangling! and subsequen
breaking of the bonds, which occur when«.«y . These re-
sults reinforce the previous evidence that the bonds do
influence the stress-strain behavior until larger strains.
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